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METRAVIB launches a new range of Dynamic Mechanical Analyzers
The new DMA+ series includes three models: DMA+1000 and DMA+2000 for superior dynamic testing of
advanced materials and industrial components.
Among their assets:
A brand new innovative one-piece-structure mechanical design: DMA+
instruments combine the latest technologies to offer unique accuracy and flexibility,
and unmatched analysis domains in terms of strain, force, stiffness and frequency.
A thermal chamber: DMA+ instruments are designed for a precise temperature
control ranging from -150°C to 600°C.
Ergonomics and reduced foot print: DMA+ instruments and their limited needs for
maintenance meet the expectations of the most demanding test laboratories.
All in one instrument: each model of the DMA+ series may be configured for DMA
testing, fatigue testing, or for performing both!
Extensive characterization capabilities: numerous specimen holders and
adaptable options facilitate the characterization of a wide range of materials and
their dependence on various parameters: frequency, temperature, stress or strain
amplitude, excitation wave form, gas or humid environment…
The new DMA+ series thus offers key instruments for engineers and scientists
involved in materials research and development, which provide accurate materials
behavior data over a unique range of analysis domains.
METRAVIB Dynamic Mechanical Analyzers are resulting from more than 40 years of
experience in the development of innovative instruments for the characterization of
dynamic properties of materials.
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METRAVIB is a brand of ACOEM group:
ACOEM offers comprehensive products and services comprising smart monitoring, diagnosis and solutions,
drawing upon its unique expertise in the field of vibrations and acoustics.
ACOEM contributes to the improvement of:
- quality of life and risk prevention in urban and industrial environments
- productivity and the reliability of industrial processes
- the design of robust and high-performance products with low noise levels
- protection of sites, vehicles and people in hostile environments
With its 01dB, Metravib and OneProd brands, ACOEM works with decision-makers in industry, defence and the
environment throughout the world.
For more information, visit our website at www.acoemgroup.com

